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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

We do not build enough homes to meet the housing needs
of the country and have not done so for decades. Despite
successive Governments’ attempts to set targets, to fund
development and, especially, to overhaul the planning system,
these reforms have yet to produce enough homes in the right
places. This has created a crisis of affordability, which harms
people and undermines economic performance.
Housing supply is caught between a complex set of planning

requirements, balancing national and locally generated policy, and
what are ultimately simplistic quantitative delivery targets. These

“

At the heart of the
tension between
communities and
development
is a reaction to
a system that
has excluded
residents from
important
decisions about
their place at the
key moments.

targets neither recognise the qualitative needs of an individual

place, nor account for economic circumstances found within it. As a

consequence, the current system creates an adversarial culture that
inclines people to be hostile to any new developments, rather than
building consensus to create win-win solutions.

At the heart of the tension between communities and development

is a reaction to a system that has excluded residents from important
decisions about their place at the key moments. The inability to

genuinely influence key decisions about major housing development
has led to strong feelings of disenfranchisement.

If we are to end the chronic undersupply of homes, we need to develop

a community-powered approach to planning and housing, starting with
a radical change in how we think about the places where we live.

7

Because of the complex interrelated effects of each property and
space on other inhabitants, these places should be seen as a

commons. This refers to the outcomes collectively generated by

inhabitants and all those who take part in activities in the area, with
communities themselves managing precious local resources.

In realising these principles, government and the planning system
need to work with the community, meeting people’s desire to

participate in decisions that affect the places where they live.

This would involve including them in discussions about their built

environment through participatory techniques and other innovative

approaches. To embed a community-powered approach in housing
and planning, we recommend the following three strategies for
central and local government to consider:

=

“

A truly radical
communitypowered
approach could
change attitudes
to development
and help spur
the large-scale
housebuilding
boom that the
government
desires and this
country needs.

=
=

Give local planning authorities more powers and
incentives to meet local housing needs, including
the freedom to impose a modest tax on the value of
unused consented sites.
Enable a more collaborative culture to replace existing
adversarial local planning, moving away from the
existing adversarial approach by investing in the ability
of officers and members to work with communities.
Create the necessary framework to enable communities
to have more of a role and say, making greater use of
participatory and deliberative approaches in planning,
from local forums to citizens’ assemblies.

Rather than yet another top-down set of ‘radical’ planning reforms, a
truly radical community-powered approach could change attitudes
to development and help spur the large-scale housebuilding boom
that the government desires and this country needs.

Current system

Community-powered housing

Planning

Planning is constrained due to
local planning authorities (LPAs)
having limited powers to enable
participatory planning, and
due to centrally set planning
fees that often do not cover the
costs of administering planning
applications.

LPAs have more autonomy
to raise revenue for
infrastructure projects locally,
and the ability to strengthen
participatory planning
through delegation.

Enforcement/
outcomes

LPAs feel powerless to compel
developers to bring unused
consented sites into use, which
can damage the fabric of the area
and harm local planning goals.

LPAs are empowered to
incentivise developers to bring
unused consented sites into use
through a levy that can offset
any negative impacts on others.

LPAs are constrained by rules
around local government
finance, and at the same
time constrained from raising
further resources.

LPAs are empowered to
explore various revenue
raising strategies, including
development of their own
properties, and incentivised to
explore innovative solutions to
local housing issues.

Community
sense of
ownership

LPAs struggle to attract and
enable participation by local
communities, particularly by
people who have historically felt
disengaged.

Through co-production with
the community, LPAs can
maximise the involvement of the
community rather than a selfselecting few.

Democracy
and
participation

Key decisions are made by
representatives who often have
to balance between doing the
right thing and suffering hostile
reactions from a small number
of swing voters.

Key decisions are made through
deliberation, by community
members who weigh the pros
and cons of each decision. This
carries a reduced risk of ‘blame
avoidance’.

Role of LPAs
and planners

LPAs have a narrow focus
on managing the planning
process, including decision
making, consultation and
engagement

LPAs are liberated to focus on
empowerment and system
design, working at a higher
conceptual level and building
frameworks that can facilitate
smaller-scale decision making by
communities themselves.

NATIONAL

Local
authority
finance

LOCAL
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INTRODUCTION

We do not build enough homes to meet the housing needs of the
country1 and have not done so for decades. Despite successive
Governments’ attempts to set targets, to fund development
and, especially, to overhaul the planning system, these reforms
have yet to produce enough homes in the right places. This
has created a crisis of affordability, which harms people and
undermines economic performance. To solve this crisis, we
need to move away from the current top-down and adversarial
system, towards one that is genuinely community-powered.

The crisis of affordability

3X

Rebuild cost

The undersupply of homes has led to a

crisis of affordability. If you added up the
prices of all the homes in the UK today,
it would be approx three times higher

than the actual cost of building that many
homes.2

1 The policy framework around housing and planning is a devolved matter. While this report
focuses primarily on policy within England, there is potential for a community-powered approach
to address the housing crisis in all parts of the UK.
2 As of March 2021, the average UK house prices peaked at £256,000 according to ONS – UK House
Price Index. https://www.ons.gov.uk/economy/inflationandpriceindices/bulletins/housepriceindex/
march2021; (see MJF8 and CGLK datasets on ONS for further info)
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Only

23%

affordable
homes

Only 23 per cent of the new homes built
in England in 2019-20 are considered

affordable.3 The proportion of affordable

homes completed has varied considerably

over the last decade, peaking at 40 per cent
in 2010-11 and dipping to as low as 16 per
cent in 2015-16.4

Affordability issues have meant that

increasing numbers of people are homeless

280,000
Homeless in England

or without suitable accommodation. An

estimated 280,000 people were homeless

in England in 2019, a nine per cent increase
since 2016,5 and recent years have seen

over a million households on local authority

housing waiting lists, many of them living in
overcrowded temporary accommodation.6

Unaffordable homes

8.4m
Substandard housing

1.4m
Overcrowded accodomation

3.6m
Unsuitable for their needs

1.7m

About 8.4 million people in England

are living in unaffordable and unsuitable
homes; 1.4 million are living in sub-

standard housing; 3.6 million people are

still living in overcrowded accommodation,
and 1.7 million are living in homes which
are unsuitable for their needs.7 Many

millions more are living far away from

where they would prefer to live (nearer to
employment opportunities, to friends or

family), or are paying far more than they
should be paying in rent.8

3 Ministry of Housing, Communities and Local Government, Affordable Housing Supply: April 2019
to March 2020, England, 3 December 2020. p.4. Available: https://assets.publishing.service.gov.uk/
government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/940517/AHS_2019-20.pdf
4 Ibid.
5 ‘280,000 people in England are homeless, with thousands more at risk’, figures from Shelter, 18
December 2019, accessed here: https://england.shelter.org.uk/media/press_release/280,000_
people_in_england_are_homeless,_with_thousands_more_at_risk
6 The number of households on local authority waiting list in England has remained high over the
same period at 1,146,097 in March 2020. See https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/
live-tables-on-rents-lettings-and-tenancies
7 ‘1 in 7 people in England directly hit by the housing crisis’, National Housing Federation, 23
September 2019, accessed here: https://www.housing.org.uk/news-and-blogs/news/1-in-7people-in-england-directly-hit-by-the-housing-crisis/
8 Ibid.
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Not only does this deprive hundreds of thousands of people of

appropriate housing, it also undermines wider economic performance.
Studies have shown that housing shortages have caused a significant

reduction in overall average wages, welfare and GDP. The Barker Review
2006 found that lower rates of house building can lead to reduced

labour mobility and constrained productivity, contributing to an overall
cost in terms of economic welfare.9

The need for a new approach
2031

340,000

homes per
year needed

2020

44%

148,880

homes built

In order to meet increasing demand for

housing, before even starting to meet existing

unmet demand, we will need to build 340,000

new homes every year until 2031. However,
only around 148,880 homes were built in
England in 202010 – many of them in the
wrong locations. While there was a general

upward trend in housing completions before

the COVID-19 pandemic hit, rising from 109,440

in 2013 to 177, 880 in 2019, this was still far below
the level of house building we need to see.

If we are to change the story, we need to try something new. This report
argues that it is time for communities to play a major role in getting
more homes built to meet the needs of existing and new members
of those communities, now and into the future. It is often assumed

that communities will always seek to block development, rather than
back it. But when people have no real opportunities for constructive

participation, often their only option is to oppose. By enabling people

to take greater control of the system and to shape housing growth so

that it benefits them, the current adversarial zero-sum system can be

dismantled and the incentives for oppositionalism reduced or removed.

9 Barker, K. (2006) Barker Review of Land Use Planning: Final Report – Recommendations, Norwich: HMSO.
10 Government Statistical Data Sets: Live tables on housing supply: indicators of new supply. See
table 244 here: https://www.gov.uk/government/statistical-data-sets/live-tables-on-house-building
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About this report
This research seeks to identify the key barriers to enabling communities
to support more housing in their area, how these can be removed and

what potential this could unleash in terms of the future of housebuilding.
Unlike many other failed attempts, we are not proposing a root and

branch reform of the existing system. Rather, we propose supplementary
processes that can work with the grain of local communities’ wishes,
without jeopardising the existing supply of housing.

This report outlines the problems with the current system, which is no

longer fit for purpose. Then it makes the case for a community-powered
reform to housing and planning, before sketching out the key principles
of that approach. The report concludes with a set of recommendations
to help bring this vision into reality.
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1. THE CURRENT SYSTEM
IS NOT FIT FOR PURPOSE

The origins of the current housing and planning framework lie
in the Housing and Planning Act (Addison Act) 1919, introduced
as a temporary measure that placed new duties on councils to
build and provide homes to meet the urgent housing need in the
aftermath of the First World War.11 The Town Planning Act 1925 and
the Town and Country Planning Act 1932 were further attempts
to move towards comprehensive urban planning and to tackle
some of the major housing issues of the time,12 but they were
broadly considered weak and ineffective.

The rise and fall of the active state
It was not until the 1947 Town and Country Planning Act that the role

of the state in development control and planning was strengthened,
after a temporary near-total moratorium on housebuilding during
the Second World War. Local authorities were given wide-ranging

powers including approval of planning proposals, redevelopment of

land and the use of compulsory purchase orders; the vast majority of

development without permission was prohibited. Since then, the state
has played an important role in planning, the control of development

and the provision of housing. The 1947 state-led planning system, with
green belts around major cities and the requirement of permission for

11 The History of Council Housing. See: https://fet.uwe.ac.uk/conweb/house_ages/council_
housing/section3.htm#:~:text=The%20Addison%20Act%20was%20passed%20initially%20as%20
a,class%20housing%20once%20the%20British%20economy%20had%20recovered
12 For more information on this, see: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Town_and_country_planning_
in_the_United_Kingdom
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most development, is still visibly based on the 1940s logic of deliberate
redistribution of activity away from ‘overheated’ areas.13 But what

started as a counter-movement to the market-based free-for-all

seen in the pre-war period has become a halfway house that does not
achieve its original purposes.

For about two decades, councils took on the major role of house

building to accommodate families of different sizes and needs. By

the early 1950s, most inner-city building sites had been exhausted,
so councils turned to the peripheries to build new estates and new
towns. The prices of land for development had started to rise from
the 1950s, as provision did not manage to keep up with growth in

incomes and population. The New Towns proved controversial and

were never built at the scale and in the numbers originally envisaged
to meet new housing demand. In a change of focus away from New
Towns, peripheral expansion outside of green belt areas helped to

rehouse people from overcrowded inner-city areas as demand for
housing rose during the 1960s ‘baby boom’.

As the economy recovered and grew from the 1960s, the role of the

state in house building began to retreat, until it all but disappeared
in the 1980s. While private builders increasingly retook their lead on

“

The result today
is a centralised
model that is rigid
and bureaucratic
and still fails to
provide for those
most in need of
housing.

development itself, the state’s focus was reduced to development

control with no power to compel private development in the places

where planning permission is granted. The result today is a centralised
model that is rigid and bureaucratic and still fails to provide for those
most in need of housing. It has been argued that the current housing
shortage is in part caused by the planning system’s institutional

design; its discretionary element creates a systemic shortage of
housing by disconnecting the local supply of homes from local

demand and incentives.14 But many systems around the world with no

discretion also have shortages of housing, so discretion cannot be the
sole cause of the shortage.

13 Myers, J, ‘The plot against Mercia’, Unherd 14 September 2020. Available here: https://unherd.
com/2020/09/the-plot-against-mercia/
14 Breach, A, The future of the planning system in England, Centre for Cities briefing paper, 4
November 2020. Available here: https://www.centreforcities.org/publication/the-future-of-theplanning-system-in-england/
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“Planning post 1947 was brought in to promote housing – Homes
for Heroes. It has become almost a barrier to housing growth
because of the political context of it. That's why a number of
local plans have foundered or failed to get adopted because the
scale of development they really need to accommodate isn't
acceptable to the decision makers in those areas.”

Senior officer, district council

Figure 1: Gross & net supply, England & Wales 15
(Source: Census, Weber, Parry Lewis, Riley, Holmans, MHCLG)
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(Original Graph from Neal Hudson, Residential Analyst)

15 Neal Hudson (@resi_analyst), “Gross & Net Change in Dwellings, England & Wales,” Twitter, 16
November, 2017, https://twitter.com/resi_analyst/status/931089599107162120. Reproduced with
permission.
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The limits of recent reform
Broadly, reforms in recent decades have faced three problems:

=

They have not produced enough homes of the right types in the

=

Where they have delivered more homes, the approach has often

=

right places;

been unpopular; and

They have not addressed the problem of sites, particularly

brownfield sites, left vacant for many years, nor frustrations with
slow build out of large allocated sites.

Despite multiple reforms, the broad picture in England is one of housing
supply deteriorating over time since the end of the 1930s (see Figure

1), while land prices have followed a rising trend. Recent reforms to the
system have been aimed at increasing housing supply by increasing
the number of planning permissions being granted. For example, the
Coalition Government previously introduced the New Homes Bonus

(NHB) aimed at incentivising English local authorities to grant planning
permissions for the building of new houses in return for additional

revenue.16 But this approach has not resulted in homes being built: while
planning permissions surged to over 350,000 after 2010, the number
of new homes completed only rose to over 200,000.17 Many local

authorities and local communities find themselves frustrated by large

privately-owned sites that have been allocated in the local plan, or have
even been granted planning permission, but sit inactive for many years.

"We have lots of consented developments where the developers
have not gone forward [...] We have failed our housing delivery
target, not for want of approvals but because the developers are
not bringing them forward."

Senior officer, London borough council

16 The New Homes Bonus Scheme (England), House of Commons Library Briefing Paper,
published 24 July 2017. Available here: https://commonslibrary.parliament.uk/research-briefings/
sn05724/#:~:text=The%20New%20Homes%20Bonus%20Scheme%20%28England
17 Moreton, A (2021) The Housing Guarantee, Centre for Policy Studies. Available here: https://cps.
org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2021/07/210414155949-CPSTheHousingGuarantee.pdf
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In 2007, the Strategic Housing Market Assessment (SHMA) practice
guidance was introduced to assist local authorities’ and regional

bodies’ policy development, decision-making and resource-allocation
processes. In 2012, regional strategies were cast aside by the Coalition
Government in favour of local councils determining their own

housebuilding targets. However, this approach also failed to deliver

the number of new homes required. In 2018, the Government adopted
a new standard method for calculating housing needs for planning

purposes. This was aimed at shifting the focus around housebuilding

away from the ‘numbers’ question and towards the ‘how’ and ‘where’.
However, the calculation, which was based on household projections

and affordability ratios produced an output that was some way short of
the centrally set target of 300,000.

A new formula proposed in 2020 managed to bring the overall target

output up to 300,000 but meant that areas in London and the South East

would be tasked with delivering half of all new homes. By contrast, Northern
areas would be given housing requirements far below even their current
levels of delivery. The reality remains that around half of councils have

missed their housing targets and many are unlikely to be able to meet

these targets in the near future. Simply increasing these targets is likely to

encounter the same problems of political feasibility as previous attempts.

The deeper question is whether the target levels are appropriately defined,
or even the best means to achieve a plentiful supply of housing.
Since the 1980s, successive housing ministers have looked for

levers they can most easily pull – targets with sanctions, permitted

development rights and call-ins – to boost short-term production. More
recently, the Government has sought to extend Permitted Development
Rights (‘PDRs’) far beyond their established role of streamlining

approvals for matters which would normally be approved without

question. The new rights have liberalised parts of the planning system
in untested ways and have resulted in the sometimes inappropriate

conversion of commercial premises into residential accommodation
due to distorted tax incentives. The way in which the benefits system
works has also forced some people into housing of unacceptably
low standards generated by such conversions.18 Other PDRs have

18 Smith, S, ‘Government Introduces New Permitted Development Rights’ blog published by Forsters,
23 July 2020. Available here: https://www.forsters.co.uk/news/blog/government-introduces-newpermitted-development-rights
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obliged local planning authorities (LPAs) to do substantial work on

prior approval matters without sufficient fees from the developer to

cover that work. There are also concerns that the new reforms will have
unintended adverse impacts on town centres.19

“The difficulty is that planning has been under-resourced
for many years, and it continues to be under-resourced. [It
is] funded partly from planning fees but the fees have been
dwindling over the last six years because of the different kinds
of applications – permitted development for example.”

Senior officer, district council

In part, the current slow rate of build-out is a result of the way that the
volume housebuilders operate. Knowing that they have the only large
allocated site in a particular area, they have an incentive to release

homes at a lower rate than they would in a more competitive market

with other sources of local supply. As The Barker Review (2003) found,

UK housing supply is extremely unresponsive to changes in demand.20
As a result, increased demand tends simply to create additional price
inflation. Recent Government incentives such as Help to Buy have

mainly benefited volume developers. Instead of increasing supply, such
schemes have increased demand, which exacerbated the housing
crisis it was attempting to solve.21

The reforms proposed in the White Paper Planning for the Future (2020)
focused on the inadequacy of current planning and sought to create
‘from the ground up, a whole new planning system for England’.22

The proposals were intended to establish a new rules-based system

with clear parameters set in advance and little or no discretion at the
planning application stage. The Government also proposed revised
housing targets based on a new formula.

19 Hopkirk, E, ‘RIBA calls for urgent review of permitted development rights’, Building Design 1 April
2021. Available here: https://www.bdonline.co.uk/news/riba-calls-for-urgent-review-of-permitteddevelopment-rights/5111234.article
20 Hilber, C, ‘The UK planning system – fit for purpose?’ PBC Today 6 July 2016. Available here:
https://www.pbctoday.co.uk/news/planning-construction-news/uk-planning-system-fitpurpose/26098/
21 Somerset Webb, M ‘Help to Buy is building a legacy of misery’ Financial Times, 1 March 2019.
Available here https://www.ft.com/content/b0863064-3b72-11e9-b72b-2c7f526ca5d0
22 Planning for the Future, Government White Paper (2020), p. 6. Available here: https://assets.
publishing.service.gov.uk/government/uploads/system/uploads/attachment_data/file/958420/
MHCLG-Planning-Consultation.pdf
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The White Paper indicated a desire to hand over more control to the
community through hyper-local decision making.23 But key features

of the proposed reforms contained in Planning for the Future would
actually have concentrated more powers centrally: for example,

central government would decide how developers contribute to local
infrastructure, replacing the locally negotiated s106 and Community
Infrastructure Levy (CIL).24 A proposed move to a rules-based zonal
approach in respect of Growth Areas (essentially the analogues of
allocated sites in the current system) could simplify the planning

process and create more certainty. However, it could potentially limit
the ability of planners and local people to explore more creative

approaches to better address unique local circumstances, and there
may be insufficient time at local plan stage to set out the detailed

requirements which under the current system are decided when the

“

A substantial
increase
in housing
supply cannot
be achieved
simply by
setting centrally
determined
and simplistic
quantitative
targets that fail
to recognise local
opportunities and
challenges.

planning application is made. It could also force planning authorities

into a risk-averse approach, allocating limited sites for development,

where confidence in their ability to exercise discretion later would have
enabled them to allocate more sites. Without refinement, such reforms
risk side-lining local contributions, undermining the role of LPAs and
alienating local people who want to contribute more.

The limits of engagement
It is clear that a substantial increase in housing supply cannot be
achieved simply by setting centrally determined and simplistic

quantitative targets that fail to recognise local opportunities and

challenges and make little provision for local authorities and communities
to achieve the best outcomes for their areas. The current system

pits developers against planners, and planners against people in an

adversarial zero-sum game, where trust breaks down and communities
often see only the costs of new development, not the benefits.

23 Ibid.
24 For a discussion of this, see ‘The new planning white paper is a good sign for digital but a
bad signal for local democracy’ FutureGov Blog, 7 August 2020. Available here: https://blog.
wearefuturegov.com/the-new-planning-white-paper-is-a-good-sign-for-digital-but-a-badsignal-for-local-democracy-dbd4ae554316. Planning obligations under Section 106 of the Town
and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended), commonly known as S106 agreements, are a
mechanism which make a development proposal acceptable in planning terms, that would not
otherwise be acceptable. The Community Infrastructure Levy is a charge which can be levied by
local authorities on new development in their area. It is an important tool for local authorities to use
to help them deliver the infrastructure needed to support development in their area.
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The benefits of development are in many cases so large that capturing a
fraction of those gains for the community can lead to win-win outcomes,
but too often that is impossible under the current system. It is hardly

surprising then that confidence in the planning system is almost non-

existent; just two per cent of the public trust developers and only seven

per cent trust local authorities.25 Similarly, only two per cent of the public

trust developers to act in an honest way.26 As a result, people appear

to be cynical of and apathetic about engaging in the planning system,
even where mechanisms exist. A 2020 survey found that 69 per cent

of respondents had never engaged with a local plan consultation; this

figure rose to 80 per cent among the 18-30 year olds.27 Of those that do
participate, the vast majority will do so to object to specific proposals.
Neighbourhood planning was introduced through the Localism Act
2010 to address the lack of engagement and to improve trust, by

empowering communities to determine the type of development
they want to see in their area. However, while well-intentioned,

neighbourhood planning has so far faced challenges in many places
because it does not address the barriers that discourage people

from participating in the first place. It places substantial burdens on

volunteers, including the requirement to develop an extensive evidence
base. Areas without residents with professional planning or related

expertise can often find it difficult to meet those burdens. At the same

time, changes in the planning system have meant that neighbourhood

plans have sometimes been overridden, leaving communities who have
been deeply invested in the plans feeling disenfranchised.28

“With community-led processes it is important to see a benefit.
But with neighbourhood planning, often people start with a
problem not a benefit. Neighbourhood planning is a good idea but
the people it attracts are often not typically representative of a
particular community. The motivation to start with is adversarial.”

Senior officer, London borough council

25 Rebuilding Trust, Research Findings Summary July 2019, Grosvenor. Available here: https://www.
grosvenor.com/Grosvenor/files/a2/a222517e-e270-4a5c-ab9f-7a7b4d99b1f3.pdf.
26 McWilliam, C, ‘Planning and public trust’, New Statesman 29 August 2019. Available here: https://
www.newstatesman.com/spotlight/housing/2019/08/planning-and-public-trust
27 Butler, R et al (2020) The Future of Engagement, The Royal Town Planning Institute. Available
here: https://www.rtpi.org.uk/media/7258/the-future-of-engagement.pdf
28 Parker, G, ‘Why hasn’t neighbourhood planning taken off in Britain?’ City Monitor, 25 November
2019. Available here: https://citymonitor.ai/environment/why-hasn-t-neighbourhood-planningtaken-britain-4772
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In some regards, neighbourhood planning became a highly personal tool
for many to oppose development. In fact, a number of neighbourhood

plans have been prepared with the aim of limiting new development.29

“[Neighbourhood planning] works in neighbourhoods with a
lot of social capital and a lot of people willing to do that level
of work. Usually there is a driver – a threat that galvanises
the approach. But this is not really working here - people see
neighbourhood planning as a way to stop development rather
than make things happen.”

Senior officer, unitary council

More recent moves towards the use of digital technology to

enhance engagement at the plan-making stage may increase

participation among younger and other people comfortable in a

digital world, but they fail to address the fundamental issues of trust

and benefits. New relationships need to be established as part of the
broader effort to repair the system. In the absence of positive co-

decision opportunities based on a clear understanding of benefits
for the community, planning decisions often face opposition at a

later stage from mistrustful communities. What mechanisms exist
will be used not to shape development but to stop it.

29 Derounian, J, ‘The good, the bad and the ugly of neighbourhood plans’, The Planner, 20
April 2016. https://www.theplanner.co.uk/features/the-good-the-bad-and-the-ugly-ofneighbourhood-plans
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2. MOVING BEYOND MARKETS
AND STATE: A NEW APPROACH

Housing supply is caught between a complex set of
planning requirements, balancing national and locally
generated policy, and what are ultimately simplistic
quantitative delivery targets, which do not adequately
recognise the qualitative needs of an individual place.

“

Mobilising
communities to
play a central
role in driving
house-building
efforts in their
locality could
provide the key to
overcoming the
long-standing
supply issues in
many parts of the
country.

Rather than building consensus to create win-win
solutions, the current system creates an adversarial
culture that pits planners, developers, and communities
against each other in a zero-sum game.
Of course, the state has a key role to play in facilitating housebuilding,30 and development will always be delivered by

builders in the private sector. But mobilising communities to
play a central role in driving house-building efforts in their

locality could provide the key to overcoming the long-standing
supply issues in many parts of the country.

The potential benefits of this new approach are vast, as

summarised in the following table, which contrasts a truly
community-powered approach with the existing system.

30 Cooke, G and Hayes, P, ‘Boris Johnson wants a housing boom. Here’s how to spark it’, Inside
Housing, 24 July 2020. Available here: https://www.insidehousing.co.uk/comment/comment/borisjohnson-wants-a-housing-boom-heres-how-to-spark-it-67271

Current system

Community-powered housing

Planning

Planning is constrained due to
local planning authorities (LPAs)
having limited powers to enable
participatory planning, and
due to centrally set planning
fees that often do not cover the
costs of administering planning
applications.

LPAs have more autonomy
to raise revenue for
infrastructure projects locally,
and the ability to strengthen
participatory planning
through delegation.

Enforcement/
outcomes

LPAs feel powerless to compel
developers to bring unused
consented sites into use, which
can damage the fabric of the area
and harm local planning goals.

LPAs are empowered to
incentivise developers to bring
unused consented sites into use
through a levy that can offset
any negative impacts on others.

Local
authority
finance

LPAs are constrained by rules
around local government
finance, and at the same
time constrained from raising
further resources.

LPAs are empowered to
explore various revenue
raising strategies, including
development of their own
properties, and incentivised to
explore innovative solutions to
local housing issues.

Community
sense of
ownership

LPAs struggle to attract and
enable participation by local
communities, particularly by
people who have historically felt
disengaged.

Through co-production with
the community, LPAs can
maximise the involvement of the
community rather than a selfselecting few.

Democracy
and
participation

Key decisions are made by
representatives who often have
to balance between doing the
right thing and suffering hostile
reactions from a small number
of swing voters.

Key decisions are made through
deliberation, by community
members who weigh the pros
and cons of each decision. This
carries a reduced risk of ‘blame
avoidance’.

LPAs have a narrow focus
on managing the planning
process, including decision
making, consultation and
engagement

LPAs are liberated to focus on
empowerment and system
design, working at a higher
conceptual level and building
frameworks that can facilitate
smaller-scale decision making by
communities themselves.

NATIONAL

LOCAL

Role of LPAs
and planners
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The current system has opportunities for engagement at various

stages, although it seems to leave many participants dissatisfied. Figure
2 below shows opportunities for engagement in growth areas currently.

Figure 2: Current opportunities for community engagement
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Current Planning Process
The relationship between residents and development does not have to
be hostile. For example, resident-led redevelopment through the TAMA
38 process led to 35 per cent of the new homes in Tel Aviv in 2020.31

Residents voting on comprehensive redevelopment by 75 per cent

majority, in Joint Redevelopment Projects in a tiny fraction of Seoul, led
to hundreds of thousands of new homes in the 1990s.32 People’s desire

to be involved and to contribute should be harnessed in a more positive
way by giving them the opportunity to participate from the start.

31 Myers, J ‘How Tel Aviv boosted new homes by half – and what it tells us about fixing housing’,
CapX, 25 June 2021. Available here: https://capx.co/how-tel-aviv-boosted-new-homes-by-halfand-what-it-tells-us-about-fixing-housing/
32 Lee, CM et al, ‘A Revenue-sharing Model of Residential Redevelopment Projects: The Case of the
Hapdong Redevelopment Scheme in Seoul, Korea’, Urban Studies, 1 October 2003. Available here:
https://journals.sagepub.com/doi/10.1080/0042098032000123268
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Regeneration is much easier if it is done with local support.
Communities can currently ask that sites be allocated for

redevelopment, but that is unlikely to happen if the landowner is

unwilling or cannot afford to do so. Street or block plans, as described
below, would allow another mechanism to opt into regeneration and

intensification at smaller scales. A possible new route for participation
that the new vision would offer is shown below.

Figure 3: A possible new route to participation in the
planning system (top), supplementing the current
arrangements (below)
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The growing recognition of the power of
community in housing and planning
Calls for community-powered approaches have been made by other

organisations including most recently Policy Exchange, which suggests
in its report Strong Suburbs (2021) the potential to mitigate housing

shortages by permitting residents at street or block level to set design

rules33 to allow well-designed gentle intensification. Create Streets has
likewise argued that design codes at street or other levels would allow
communities to decide what gets built in their neighbourhoods while
also speeding up housing delivery. They have suggested that design

codes should be developed through a collaborative process involving
the community, council and architects working out what people want

to see, backed up by polling. The process they envisaged would involve
consensus building workshops where people negotiate, persuade, and
make compromises as necessary.34

In 2020, in response to the potential challenges of moving the current
system towards a zoning one, the Royal Town Planning Institute

(RTPI) recommended enabling design rules to be worked out through
micro-democracy in small areas.35 Community groups could decide
to support their authority’s plans to allow more housing and other

changes that benefit them and their area. Other approaches are also

needed, because such micro-democratic mechanisms cannot address
large sites, or decisions about new infrastructure.

At the heart of the tension between communities and development

is a reaction to a system that has excluded residents from important

decisions about their place at the key moments. The lack of involvement
in key decisions about major housing development has led to some

communities seeing large amounts of development imposed against

their wishes, with little but disbenefits for existing residents, and a strong
feeling of disenfranchisement.

33 A design code is a set of simple, concise, illustrated design requirements that are visual and
numerical wherever possible to provide specific, detailed parameters for the physical development
of a site or area.
34 For more on this see ‘Create Community Codes’, Create Streets project to make design codes
people-powered, available here: https://www.createstreets.com/front-page-2/campaigns-copy/
community-codes/
35 Priorities for Planning Reform in England, RTPI Policy Paper April 2020. Available here: https://
www.rtpi.org.uk/prioritiesforplanning
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A radically different community-powered approach is urgently needed
to change attitudes and perception about local development and

house-building. This is particularly important if government reform
proposals do not alter the public’s attitude towards development

sufficiently to help spur the large-scale housebuilding boom that the
government desires and this country needs.
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3. COMMUNITY-POWERED
HOUSING AND PLANNING:
WHAT IT IS AND WHAT IT
MEANS IN PRACTICE

In developing a community-powered approach to planning
and housing, we start by making a case for a radical change
in how we think about the places where we live. Because of the
complex interrelated effects of each property and space on other
inhabitants, these places should be seen as a commons, whose
outcomes are generated by its inhabitants and all those who
take part in activities in the area.36
Our approach is inspired by the work of Nobel Prize winner Elinor Ostrom
and builds on New Local’s report, The Community Paradigm.37 The

approach is influenced by the field of research Ostrom founded, which

documents the variety of ways in which communities around the world
have managed precious local resources and commons – in some
cases for hundreds, if not thousands, of years.38

Ostrom set out principles of institutional design which can be useful in
finding workable ways forward. These principles set out the conditions

for community resource management and governance, from the scale

of tiny neighbourhoods or villages to bigger, more complex governance
networks. Her work suggests that meaningful agreement on the best
way forward may emerge at smaller scales.

36 Foster, S, and Iaione, C, ‘The City as a Commons’ Yale Law and Policy Review 34. 2016. Available
here: https://digitalcommons.law.yale.edu/ylpr/vol34/iss2/2.
37 Myers, J, ‘Fixing Urban Planning with Ostrom: Strategies for Existing Cities to Adopt Polycentric,
Bottom-Up Regulation of Land Use.’ Mercatus Research, Mercatus Center at George Mason
University, Arlington, VA, February 2020. Available here: https://www.mercatus.org/system/files/
myers_-_mercatus_research_-_fixing_urban_planning_with_ostrom_-_v1.pdf; Kaye, S. (2020)
Think Big, Act Small: Elinor Ostrom’s radical vision for community power. New Local. Available here:
https://www.newlocal.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Think-Big-Act-Small_.pdf; Lent, A. &
Studdert, J. (2021) The Community Paradigm. New Local. Available here: https://www.newlocal.org.
uk/publications/the-community-paradigm/
38 Ostrom, E (1990) Governing the Commons, Cambridge University Press.
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What is the commons?
For the purposes of this research, drawing from the work of Elinor
Ostrom, the commons comprises three elements:

1.

Resource: An open resource, space, or asset that is not

partitioned into private property or managed directly by the

state. This could be a forest, a building, an irrigation system, a
natural resource, a pot of money…

2. Community: The people that are approximate to it, make
use of it, live with it and off it.

3. Governance: The approach of that community to avoid
exhausting or ruining the resource.

Based on these three elements, ‘commoning’ therefore occurs
when a community comes together to solve a sustainability

problem for a specific asset or resource, in this case housing.

Ostrom’s work shows that, under the right conditions, communities
working at this scale could allow the emergence of consensus

around what should happen locally – and not only what shouldn’t. At
hyperlocal scales, the focus is placed on the voices of those with the

best understanding of the local context and the most at stake in each

decision. Just as importantly, trusting relationships can emerge over time,
disagreements traded off, and consensus found through deliberation.
Such an approach could help tackle the long-standing housing

shortages facing the country and, by linking development more

closely to the communities themselves, also make places much more
accessible: enabling more housing near public transport, creating

many more walkable communities. At the same time, the approach

could improve our environment, finding legitimate ways to reduce the

number of vehicles on the road and improve the quality of homes and
their insulation – a vital part of meeting the UK’s net zero target.
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The community-powered approach we propose would be based on
three key principles, drawing from the work of Elinor Ostrom and The
Community Paradigm:

1.

Enable community-powered decision-making.

2.

Incentivise co-production with communities.

3.

Build in resilience and recognise complexity.

1. Enable community-powered decision-making
A community-powered approach argues for genuine self-governance

through an Ostrom-inspired principle of subsidiarity.39 This means that

decisions on new housing and development should always be made at
the smallest scale as the first resort if appropriate, so that nothing that
would be better done locally is ever done centrally. Local government
has a key role as a facilitator of community decision making and

influence through participatory democracy and deliberative methods.

Research shows that many local authorities already see community-led
housebuilding as having the potential to boost housing supply, deliver
new affordable housing and return empty homes to use.40

One potential key reservation to adopting this approach is the fact that
it can often involve longer timescales and higher costs initially. But as

communities develop skills, expertise and capacity in this area, there is

the opportunity for smaller infill developments to contribute significantly
to meeting housing demands. A recent study also found that public

investment in community-led housing offers medium-to-high value

for money when a long-term view is taken, meaning that each pound
invested can be expected to generate much more value in return.41

With a well-designed legal framework, particularly in areas of high-cost
housing, such community development could and should make a net
positive contribution to local authority finances.

39 Kaye, S. (2020) Think Big, Act Small: Elinor Ostrom’s radical vision for community power. New
Local. Available here: https://www.newlocal.org.uk/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/Think-Big-ActSmall_.pdf;
40 Community-led Housing: A key role for local authorities, Co-op Innovation Network, 2017.
Available here: https://www.communityledhomes.org.uk/sites/default/files/resources/
files/2018-09/community-led-housing-key-role-local-authorities.pdf.
41 Ibid.
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What is infill?
Infill refers to the development of vacant or underutilised
sites within existing communities, and often with some
supporting infrastructure already in place. 42 That may

include building on waste plots of land, or adding more
dwellings on a particular site, without using up existing

green space. There is evidence from studies of housing in

the US that urban infill housing can reduce greenhouse gas
emissions more effectively than other strategies including
renewable energy and air travel reduction.43

Community-powered decision-making can be facilitated using

participatory and deliberative techniques and creating the space for
constructive negotiation. Larger scale deliberative processes such

as citizens’ assemblies have been used by many local authorities to

consider broad themes such as climate change and engage a cross
section of a larger community.

This particular model may be less well suited for questions relating to
the built environment on a more micro scale which have significant

consequences for a highly localised small group. But these deliberative
methods could be focussed on broader challenges across the

community of place, if it is possible to obtain representatives of

every type and degree of impact, which may often be difficult. The
key principles of deliberation are to allow informed decisions to

be reached, and sortition, to ensure that the participants are truly
representative of the population.44

42 Delivering Infill Development, A London 2050 Briefing Paper, Future of London, 2015. https://www.
london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_migrate_files_destination/Delivering-Infill-Development.pdf.
43 Jones, M et al (2018) ‘Carbon Footprint Planning: Quantifying Local and State Mitigation
Opportunities for 700 California Cities’, Urban planning. https://www.cogitatiopress.com/
urbanplanning/article/view/1218
44 Farrell, D et al. ‘Deliberative mini-publics: core design features’, Working Paper Series No. 2019/5.
Centre for Deliberative Democracy & Global Governance Institute for Governance and Policy
Analysis. University of Canberra. Available here: https://www.governanceinstitute.edu.au/magma/
media/upload/ckeditor/files/Deliberative%20Mini-Publics%20Core%20Design%20Features.pdf
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“We are using citizens' assemblies at present on
community hubs programmes – doing a co-design
programme. Our Growth Commission is likely to do that.
1500sqm mixed service buildings around the borough,
cross-subsidised through housing. We have seen
brilliant responses and really good feedback. Really good
engagement from a broader range of people than usual.”

Senior officer, urban council

Deliberative and participatory democracy
Participatory democratic approaches create the opportunity for people
to get more actively involved in decisions. These have the potential to

“

By drawing in
the collective
knowledge of
the community,
issues that
professionals
may have
missed can be
more easily
identified.
Citizens may
also be able
to assist in
working through
iterations of
proposals to find
more win-win
outcomes.

arrive at more legitimate outcomes that can neutralise hostile reactions
from a small minority, which are currently often amplified in existing

opportunities to object to proposals. Deliberative processes can reduce
the risk of ‘blame avoidance’, by allowing local officers and politicians
to achieve difficult goals that might involve tough and potentially

unpopular decisions, through direct decision-making by citizens. They
also create a context in which people can consider and negotiate the
benefits of development, rather than just react against the costs of

something imposed upon them. That will help legitimate policy goals or
outcomes, which can help them to be achieved and endure.

These approaches also recognise that the insights of communities

are of value. By drawing in the collective knowledge of the community,
issues that professionals may have missed can be more easily

identified. Citizens may also be able to assist in working through

iterations of proposals to find more win-win outcomes that better

address the goals of nearly everyone. Most importantly, by addressing
issues like misinformation, polarisation, voter apathy and mistrust,

participatory and deliberative approaches can help with information

costs, where individual citizens generally cannot spare the time in their
normal lives to become fully informed about an issue.
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Case study

Deliberative and participatory
democracy in practice - Community
Review Panel, Southwark Council

Community Review Panels (CRP) demonstrate how communities

can have genuine influence on local development. This approach

is an alternative to the standard models of developer engagement
and local consultation which are often adversarial in nature.

Panel members offer expertise on the experience of living in their

local area, and on its needs. They review development proposals
at confidential, pre-application stage, when there is still a real
opportunity to influence their final form. The panels are run by

their members, meaning that decisions about the future of the

group and its meetings are taken by the group and implemented
by the chair and professionals.

A key emphasis of the CRP is ensuring that the panels are

demographically representative. The panels are made up of

local people, appointed through application and group interview
to give views and advice that complement those provided by

professionals. Members are selected using seven selection criteria

to ensure the panel is demographically representative of their area.
The Southwark Community Review Panel is one of five established
groups in London. It was set up to bring together people who

know Old Kent Road well and want to contribute to its 20-year
regeneration programme. The panel comprises residents,

employers, employees and others who frequent the area. Their
views will complement the work of Southwark’s Design Review

Panel, helping to ensure the highest quality of development along
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Old Kent Road, which will include 20,000 new homes, schools,

parks and community facilities, and is anticipated to generate
10,000 new jobs.

Such panels can work well where the impacts of a proposal are

similar for everyone, so that there is no risk that minority groups

who will suffer a large and disparate impact will be forced to use

other political processes to try to block proposals at a later stage.

Constructive negotiation
Building trust and collaborating are key ingredients to successful self-

governance and effective community decision making. These are much
more easily achieved at smaller scales where there is more opportunity
for discussions and negotiations to take place. Indeed, it is only at

a hyper-local scale that meaningful negotiations can be made for

mutual advantage: for example, all new infill would meet requirements
the community identify as enriching their neighbourhood. Community
members have the most relevant local expertise when working at

smaller scales, and they are also more likely to be committed and
involved over longer periods.45

This recognition of the importance of scale in self-governance and

mobilising the community provides a potential route to mitigating the
housing crisis. There is low-hanging fruit in many areas where infill

growth could strengthen towns and cities through gentle intensification
that could in turn provide the impetus for improving things like local

high streets, green spaces, infrastructure, and public transport provision.
These improvements would also help tackle climate change by allowing
people to use walking, cycling or public transport to meet their daily
needs; reducing the number of vehicles on the road; and improving

wellbeing through greener streets, better access to green spaces and
recreational amenities.

45 See Kaye, S. (2020).
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“I would welcome small sites if they were less of a cost [...]
because each small site needs a different approach, which
requires a bespoke approach, not one-size-fits-all. The secret
is design quality. If there is a way to front load small sites to get
design quality right then there is a potential there.”

Senior officer, London borough council

Case study

Constructive negotiation in practice
- Bristol Community Land Trust 46

The development of community-led housing in Bristol
through the Bristol Community Land Trust (Bristol CLT)

demonstrates how constructive negotiation and partnership

can influence policies that contribute to the building of much
needed affordable homes in the city.

The city has the dual priorities of addressing the lack of

affordable housing and tackling climate change. In 2011, the
Bristol CLT was set up to support these aims. This led to the
development of two small scale community-led housing

projects, Fishponds and Shaldon Road, which are affordable
and designed to Passivhaus standard.

46 For further information, see Bristol Community Land Trust’s website here: https://www.bristolclt.
co.uk/; see also ‘Bristol Community Land Trust, United Kingdom’, Adaptation Clearing House
Resource, available here: https://www.adaptationclearinghouse.org/resources/bristol-communityland-trust-united-kingdom.html
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Through active engagement and campaigning during the

mayoral election, community advocates were able to ensure

that affordable housing was a key priority during the election
and remained high up the elected Mayor’s agenda. This

subsequently led to the development of several policies, including
the Community-led Housing Policy, that enabled the CLTs to

acquire city-owned land at near donation rates to develop further
affordable homes.

By maintaining a strong relationship with the Mayor, Bristol CLT
was also able to secure the necessary funds to acquire sites

and assess feasibility of developing community-led housing. To
incentivise the development of more community-led housing,
the city made new sites available using a tender process that

was designed to improve access for CLTs and to encourage the
building of new local partnerships.

To help mitigate public opposition to affordable housing, the CLT
has engaged the community in development proposals from

early design stages and throughout the process to completion.

This approach helped build community support early and reduce

public opposition towards affordable housing schemes in the city.

2. Incentivise and enable co-production
with communities
The existing system is characterised by rigid, hierarchical but at the

same time adversarial structures. In the alternative set of approaches
sometimes called commoning, a community comes together to

sustainably manage a resource or asset that is not owned by particular
individuals or regulated by the state.47 For commoning to function well,
there needs to be existing trust within a well-incentivised community,

which can take a long time to establish.48 This first requires a radically
47 Kaye, S. (2020).
48 Kaye, S. (2020).
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different way of working at the local level – and a recognition that
‘community’ itself can be a powerful source of incentives for self-

governance.49 In practice, there needs to be a shift in incentives, powers

and mind-set so that individuals default to working collaboratively
rather than in an adversarial way within communities.50 Local

authorities who currently convene these resources locally also need to
be given the necessary tools to empower and support commoning in

their local communities. Where local government and local people have
much stronger incentives to allow more housing, the housing supply in
those countries tends to be much more responsive to local needs.

Given the enormous demand pressure combined with significant funding
cuts facing local authorities over the last decade, some may argue that
LPAs simply do not have the capacity to venture beyond their existing

roles of managing planning applications. Our response is that, precisely
because of the uncertainty around funding and changing nature of
demand, LPAs need to reimagine new, sustainable ways of working.
To move towards a community-powered approach, planners

will need to develop specific skills and be given the space to be

creative in empowering and supporting their local communities

and in managing local partnerships. This requires more training and
investment. But more importantly it requires a cultural shift based

on the understanding that a community-powered approach would

enable planners to delegate many decisions to the local community

while refocusing their role on the things that they are really passionate
about. This might include developing strategies and frameworks to
support community decision-making.

Another possible challenge to this vision is that giving communities

more say would result not in more housebuilding but less, as evidenced
by the negativity often associated with neighbourhood forums and

planning. However, we need to recognise that the way neighbourhood
planning has in a number of cases been used as a tool for so-

called nimbyism is partly a reflection of the burdensome and still

relatively large-scale nature of neighbourhood planning, which makes
49 Ostrom, E. (1992), Community and the Endogenous Solution of Commons Problems, Journal of
Theoretical Politics, 4(3):9.
50 Kaye, S. (2020).
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negotiation at very local levels to find win-win development very

difficult. It is imperative that future reforms confront the root causes

of this tension rather than simply addressing the symptoms, or simply
ignoring it. This report argues that the way to address nimbyism is not
to remove neighbourhood planning, giving communities even less

voice, but to supplement it by giving residents more meaningful and

powerful opportunities to say yes. Any change should be attempted in
an evolutionary way with proper pilots of supplementing the existing
system rather than attempting a drastic and potentially highly
damaging drastic overnight reform.

Consensus building
Consensus decision making involves reaching agreement in a group

“

The way
to address
nimbyism is
not to remove
neighbourhood
planning, giving
communities
even less
voice, but to
supplement it by
giving residents
more meaningful
and powerful
opportunities to
say yes.

using creative and dynamic methods. Rather than simply rejecting

or accepting a predefined proposal, consensus building focuses on
finding solutions that everyone can actively support.51 This means

that there should be no unresolved issues or discontent among

stakeholders. This is unlike the current adversarial planning process

where a proposal that has had many hours and energy invested in it

can easily be blocked from going ahead with little room or opportunity
to find a resolution. Instead, the principle of consensus building would
require everyone involved to commit to finding win-win solutions that
meet everyone’s needs. This could involve exploring common ground
on a range of options, or shaping proposals to respond to concerns
held by others in the group.

Of course, consensus building is not always necessary or even

possible, particularly in larger groups. Some individuals may be

opposed to any conceivable change, even where it has considerable
economic benefits for them. Mechanisms for majority democratic
decision-making will remain necessary.

51 See Introduction to Consensus Decision Making: A short guide to collaborative decision making
for activist groups, co-ops and communities, Seeds for Change Short Guide. Available here:
https://www.seedsforchange.org.uk/shortconsensus
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Case study

Consensus building in practice
- Co-op Housing, Kalkbreite, Zürich52

The establishment of co-op housing in Kalkbreite involves an

experiment in commoning and consensus building. Decisionmaking within the community is by systemic consensus. This
means that any objections to any proposals will be seriously
considered and discussed until a solution is achieved and

accepted by everyone in the community. Equally, anyone who

breaks the common rules will face sanctions, such as a fine that
will contribute to the common discretionary pot.

Housing cooperatives make up 18 per cent of all apartments in
Zürich, and it is resurging in popularity as housing affordability
becomes increasingly diminished in the city. The Kalkbreite

approach involves the municipality owning the land and granting

a long-term lease to a housing association. In 2007, the Kalkbreite
cooperative won the tender to build housing above a streetcar
depot in city centre Zürich. Then through a city-wide design

competition, the co-op appointed a leading local architecture
practice to design the project.

At the heart of the success of this project was participative

planning based on trust and transparency, with potential future

52 See ‘The Kalkbreite: Participative housing planning in Zurich’, Urban Commons Cookbook
Series, available here https://www.shareable.net/the-kalkbreite-participative-housing-planningin-zurich/; and Bridger, J ‘The Kalkbreite Co-op Complex & Zurich’s Cooperative Renaissance’,
Metropolis, 29 June 2016. Available here: https://www.metropolismag.com/cities/housing/
kalkbreite-co-op-zurich-cooperative-renaissance/
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residents being involved in planning and decision-making from

the start. Different techniques were employed during the different
stages to maintain a sufficient level of participation, including
paying group members for the hours they have volunteered,

and creating small teams to make key design decisions during

construction. Soon after completion, working groups were also set
up to maintain the garden, workshop and cafeteria.

Mutuality and reciprocity
In places where trust and incentives are lacking, co-production will also

help to develop local community capacity. This could perhaps start with
residents managing publicly owned lands and resources, and over time
developing the community skills and capacity needed for growing and
maintaining community assets.

One of the key challenges and obstacles to the development of more
plentiful, high-quality, and affordable housing is the disconnection

between the place and the people who will be affected. Communities
are much more likely to support new development if they have

confidence that they will share the benefits. To facilitate this, LPAs
need to be supported in creating suitable frameworks where

smaller communities are trusted to make decisions that enable

more development and better places while ensuring that their own
community benefits from change.

To enable good collective governance of a neighbourhood,

collaboration and interactions at multiple levels between different
actors should be encouraged.53 Once it becomes evident that all

parties will benefit from any improvements to their neighbourhood,
it will incentivise residents and property owners to contribute to the

maintenance and upkeep of their neighbourhood – essentially seeing
their neighbourhood as their commons.

53 See Ostrom, supra note 39, pp 269-70; Oakerson, R.J. and Clifton, J.D.W., ‘The Neighborhood as
Commons: Reframing Neighborhood Decline’ Fordham Urban Law Journal, Volume 44, Number 2.
Available here: https://ir.lawnet.fordham.edu/cgi/viewcontent.cgi?article=2688&context=ulj, p. 434.
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Case study

Mutuality and reciprocity in practice
- Lancaster Cohousing54

Lancaster Cohousing is an example of a community-led

development driven by a common vision to create a sustainable

place to live. It demonstrates how through clearly articulated shared
values and aspirations, and good collective governance, a group of

residents can come together to coordinate and create new and highquality development, as well as manage its on-going maintenance.
Often referred to as the Forgebank Community, Lancaster

Cohousing is an intergenerational community of 35-41 member
households in the village of Halton, near Lancaster, in the North

West of England. The company was registered in 2006 to develop
housing and communal facilities for its members. The site was

purchased in 2009, planning permission granted in 2011 and the
first homes were completed in August 2012.

As a not-for-profit company, all major decisions are made

collectively at General Meetings using a collaborative consensus
process. Making decisions by consensus in this way often

involves members making some compromises, but it can also

result in creative and better solutions than original suggestions.
This decision-making approach is also important for building

community capacity. Smaller decisions within the development

are made by ‘service teams’ and all adult members are expected
to join a service team where they dedicate about 10 hours per
month to help run the community.

54 See Lancaster Cohousing website: https://www.lancastercohousing.org.uk/About
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3. Build in resilience and recognise complexity
A community-powered approach to housing and planning would seek
to reflect the complex reality of people and places by recognising the
need for tailored approaches and a diversity of solutions. In practice,
this means a new and more dynamic system that moves away from
a directive, quantitative and simplistic system in favour of one that
encourages experimentation, adaptability, and resilience.

This report does not propose an overnight abandonment of housing

targets, but instead a supplementary system to encourage and enable
additional housing that will, over time, render targets unnecessary.

Giving LPAs the freedom to tailor their approaches and strategies to local

needs can not only help ensure equitable growth and plentiful affordable

“

Each
community,
street or block
is made up
of different
people with
different needs
and priorities:
working within
a broader
framework,
each area
can have the
autonomy
to test and
develop their
own solutions
to specific local
housing needs.

housing, but also contribute to protecting local identity and amenity.

To build in resilience it is necessary for councils and communities to

work iteratively, taking into account the layers of complexity involved
in the planning process, and creating the space to adapt their
approaches accordingly.

Iterative working
The relationship between planning and development is complex and
that complexity creates space for experimentation, creativity and

adaptability to be built into the system. A more iterative approach

would help build resilience in communities, able to accommodate

a variety of solutions and approaches tailored to local needs. Such

an approach would incentivise communities to participate, knowing
that their contribution will have a tangible and direct impact on

housing provision and affordability in their area. Each community,
street or block is made up of different people with different needs

and priorities: working within a broader framework, each area can
have the autonomy to test and develop their own solutions to
specific local housing needs.
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Case study

Iterative working in practice
- Granby Four Streets Community
Land Trust - Liverpool55

The Granby Four Streets Community Land Trust (CLT) was formed
in 2011 in response to the area’s long-term decline, and the

demolition plans that saw many residents forced out of the area.
Their story demonstrates how, despite all odds, with determined
coordination and persistence, communities can steer planning
decisions in their favour. It also shows how working iteratively

opens unique opportunities for more collaboration with a wider

range of partners, which spreads risk and helps build community
capacity and confidence in the long-run. This approach also

recognises people’s different needs and priorities and can lead to
positive outcomes that better meet local needs.

Prior to the CLT forming, a group of remaining residents within
the four streets around Granby Street saved many buildings
from demolition. The resident activists also experimented

with very small-scale interventions, ranging from cleaning

neglected alleyways and guerrilla gardening, to improving

the immediate environment and landscapes using creative

approaches. These small activities brought people together and
the residents gradually took on bigger initiatives like organising

a neighbourhood market and street parties. These added to the
vibrancy of the area and increased Granby’s appeal as an area
for potential future regeneration.

55 Polyák, L ‘Granby Four Streets CLT – From Demolition to Regeneration’, Cooperative City
Magazine, 25 October 2017. Available here: https://cooperativecity.org/2017/10/25/granby-fourstreets-clt/
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The residents’ determination to improve their area continued with
the forming of the Granby Four Streets CLT in 2011, following the
closing of the Housing Market Renewal Programme. Residents

met up with a few partners and began to draw plans together

for an urban regeneration process with very small incremental
stages. The following year, they won a small urban garden

competition which attracted a £500k loan, allowing them to enter
into negotiations and raise match funding. This led to the council
agreeing to transfer 10 of the 200 empty properties in the area
to the Granby Four Streets CLT – an important basis for future

community-led development. Today, the community is an active
contributor to future development and regeneration plans for

the area and through the CLT framework, they are determined to
ensure the continued affordability of the area.

Working with the grain of existing
neighbourhoods
Gentle intensification could benefit many areas, particularly those
with underused backlands. There are also stretches of run-down

low-rise detached or semi-detached homes that, with local support,
might economically be replaced with attractive and dense housing
in mixed tenures that would enable more walkable and greener

streets. That was notably suggested by HTA in its ‘Supurbia’ project.56

“We have areas of low-density housing that would be
suitable for densification, if there were local support, with
flats or terraces instead of semi-detached houses. …
Higher density can be built attractively [and create] better
communities. We have problems with low density sprawl,
particularly with poorer communities with less access to
transport - very fragmented and disconnected, with no
connection to the place.”

Senior Officer, London borough council

56 Derbyshire, B., Blakeway R. et al., Supurbia – A study of urban intensification in Outer London
– work in progress. Available here: https://www.london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/supurbia_-_hta.pdf
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Underused backlands - suburban alleyway
A possible denser alternative 57

				
Low density housing 58

A possible denser alternative

Local authorities should develop simpler, workable mechanisms

to allow homeowners and tenants to negotiate outcomes without
the problem of ‘blame avoidance’ causing blockage at a political
level. Homeowners and many tenants often resist changes they

feel might harm their area. Economics implies that overall social
welfare may be damaged if a development causes sufficient

negative spill-over effects which are not borne by the developer

or owner of the development. While development control performs
a valuable function, weighing up and addressing those spill-over
effects is hard and almost impossible to do accurately via top-

down methods. An alternative, supplementary approach would

place local communities in the driving seat and enable them to
decide whether they will benefit from change and to negotiate
until they are satisfied with the proposed outcomes.

“We have many areas of 1970s and 80s housing. They are not
very beautiful. If they were done now, you'd get much denser
housing. The problems are politics and also the practicalities.”

Senior officer, urban council

57 Goldsmith Street, Norwich, by Mikhail Riches with Cathy Hawley
58 Keirin Road, Chobham Manor development, Stratford
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Locally driven plans which provide certainty on what infill is permitted
will help to reduce the barriers to small-site development. There

are many benefits to infill development beyond just contributing to
housing targets, such as improving liveability for communities.

Infill development also tends to offer the opportunity for more
experimentation, innovation and new market entrants. Infill
or smaller development tends to engage SME developers,

contractors, and designers. For local businesses, smaller projects
may be more accessible than larger schemes given the smaller
upfront investments and entry costs.59 These developments are

also more resilient to changes in the economy and are therefore
more likely to continue to completion during a recession. Local
builders also have more incentives to deliver high-quality

developments as they have a greater stake in their local area,
including for reputational reasons. However, under the current
system infill developments can be high-risk and low-margin,

making them particularly difficult and unappealing for smaller

market players who do not have a sufficiently large portfolio of

projects to diversify their risks and reduce their costs of finance.60

“We did a mapping exercise and there was lots of potential
to densify, mainly in the north and west of our area…
Small sites deliver well across long periods - the rates of
completions less prone to dropping during recessions.
Small sites were still delivering in the last recession when
everything else had often fallen off a cliff.”

Senior officer, urban council

“Small sites are critical because they deliver more of your
housing delivery and giving a diverse mix. It enables the
SMEs to get involved. They are often more innovative and
want to do a better job. They are invested in delivering really
good products. [It’s] critical to support them.”

Senior officer, urban council

59 Delivering Infill Development, A London 2050 Briefing Paper, Future of London, 2015. https://www.
london.gov.uk/sites/default/files/gla_migrate_files_destination/Delivering-Infill-Development.pdf
60 Ibid.
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4. EMBEDDING
COMMUNITYPOWERED HOUSING
AND PLANNING

This report has argued that to truly solve the housing crisis in this
country, the government and the planning system need to work
with the community. This means drawing in people’s desire to
influence decisions that affect the places where they live, and
including them in discussions about their built environment
through participatory and deliberative approaches.
To embed a community-powered approach in housing and planning,
we recommend the following three overarching strategies for central
and local government to consider taking as the first steps:

1.

Give local planning authorities more powers and incentives
to meet local housing needs.

2.

Enable a more collaborative culture to replace existing
adversarial local planning.

3.

Create the necessary framework to enable communities to
have more of a role and say.
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1. Give local planning authorities more powers
and incentives to meet local housing needs

=

Allow LPAs the freedom to impose a modest
tax on the value of unused consented sites.

The current system imposes a significant risk on LPAs while at

the same time preventing them from mitigating that risk. From
five years after a site has been allocated in a local plan or one
year after a site has been granted outline or other consent,

LPAs should have the option to impose a modest annual tax

on the land value of the undeveloped portion of the site. LPAs

may choose to increase this tax annually for each site, up to a
maximum of perhaps 0.5 per cent per annum. This will ensure

that, where landowners do choose to leave sites undeveloped,
they are making a fair contribution to the community to cover

the negative effects of that decision, as well as making available
additional funds for the provision of social infrastructure.

=

Allow LPAs to set their own planning application
fees to meet local costs and needs.

Planning application fees are currently set nationally by central

government and are detailed in the Town and Country Planning
Regulations 2012.61 They often do not meet the costs that LPAs

incurred in reviewing and approving applications. Furthermore,

centrally set planning fees constrain local experimentation and
adaptation: for example, where developers want to achieve a
faster resolution to their application.

61 See The Town and Country Planning (Fees for Applications, Deemed Applications, Requests and
Site Visits) (England) (Amendment) Regulations 2017, available here: https://www.legislation.gov.
uk/uksi/2017/1314/contents/made
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=

Allow LPAs to set up a profit-generating LLP
to help incentivise them to develop more
land for housing.

This is a move away from the highly inefficient current

system that subjects any profit generating activities by the
council to corporation tax, which deters more council-led
development to meet local housing needs.

=

Allow LPAs to invest in low-cost index
exchange-traded funds (ETFs).

Subject to existing risk limits to avoid speculation,62 which

are likely to deliver better long-term net risk adjusted

returns. Allowing them to invest in low-cost ETFs would

potentially allow huge cost savings and better returns for
many local authorities which have funds to manage.

=

Allow LPAs to use capital receipts from
sale of non-social housing built within the
preceding 10 years for any purposes.

This freedom would enable councils to partner with the

private sector to build new homes and then sell them on the
open market to fund other activities, including building of
new affordable homes.

62 Under secondary legislation, to do so would be considered capital expenditure. See: https://
www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2003/3146/regulation/25/made (s.25(1)(d)). REITs are permitted, but
not more broadly diversified investments. See: https://www.legislation.gov.uk/uksi/2007/573/
regulation/2/made
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=

Allow local authorities to dispose
of their own sites.

Subject to legal restrictions or covenants to ensure local

benefits as they see fit, rather than being forced to obtain

maximum financial value for the site with no regard to wider
considerations. A guidance note should be issued to clarify
this for the benefit of local authorities.

2. Enable a more collaborative culture to
replace existing adversarial local planning

=

Equip elected members to fulfil a role
that builds consensus and supports
participatory approaches through training
and additional funding support.

In addition to sitting on the planning committee and

weighing up the economic, environmental and social

impacts of new developments, elected members currently
also have the important role of supporting residents in

engaging with and participating in the planning process.63

Moving away from this current model, a community-powered
approach will emphasise this facilitative/supportive role

through participatory democracy. Importantly, this approach
will also help tackle the phenomenon of ‘blame avoidance’
which presents a tension for many elected members

between making the best decisions for the community they
represent and getting re-elected.

63 How Planning Works: An introductory guide for councillors, Local Government Association and
Planning Advisory Service (2012). Available here: https://www.local.gov.uk/sites/default/files/
documents/how-planning-works-introd-5f3.pdf#:~:text=Councillors%20play%20a%20very%20
important%20leadership%20role%20in,your%20community%20are%20well%20reflected%20in%20
the%20plan
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In a more collaborative world, elected members will work

alongside council officers to empower community members

to make direct decisions about planning and development in

their area. In practice, elected members may need to step up
in terms of providing additional support, such as signposting
information, powers and connecting resources, to enable

community members to make informed planning decisions

about their area. For this reason, elected members will need to

be equipped with the specific skills to facilitate these deliberative
processes to enable and empower residents to actively engage

in the plan-making process and direct decision making. This may
involve tailored training and funding support using some of the
additional financial resources available to councils.

=

Equip planners with the tools to address
residents’ fears about future developments.

Voters often fear that the decisions made for the ‘greater good’
may result in development that harms them. This can result in
residents demanding more ways to stop development, as the
history of regional planning, conservation areas, green belts
and housing targets has shown.

=

To move away from this adversarial process to one that is
more constructive and collaborative, planners need to be
equipped with the necessary tools to address residents’
fears head on. This includes developing skills around

deliberative and participatory processes and, where there
is not delegation, early involvement of partners, elected
members and residents in the plan-making process.

=

In a more community-powered and collaborative future,

planners will focus more on empowerment of residents and

system design. Planners will act at a higher conceptual level
by designing and creating frameworks within which smaller
communities can discuss and decide matters on smaller
scales where appropriate.
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3. Create the necessary framework to enable
communities to have more of a role and say

=

Make greater use of participatory and
deliberative approaches in planning.

Deliberation is a useful discovery procedure with the

potential of achieving better outcomes for everyone, and

can be applied to all aspects of planning and development,
from individual sites to local plans. Deliberative approaches
differ widely in time, number, detail and powers, among

other aspects – from community review panels comprising
people who otherwise often struggle to have their views

heard, to large citizens’ assemblies with actual decisionmaking powers on certain issues.

=

Allow communities to enable development
through street plans or block plans.

Smaller groups of residents should be allowed to opt in to
intensification. In particular, the Government should give
LPAs means to allow much smaller groups of residents,
such as single blocks surrounded by streets, or single

streets bounded by two crossroads or the ends of a street,
to opt into gentle intensification and infill. That could be

done through an extension of neighbourhood planning,
by allowing residents at street or block level to select
their own design codes for infill. Profits from infill and

intensification provide large incentives for homeowners
to carry out such intensification in many places. The

exemption from capital gains tax and housing levies means
that homeowners currently pay almost nothing for very

large value uplifts received through planning permission;
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a fraction of such uplift in these cases might be captured
to cover local infrastructure and other costs. A careful

set of rules is needed to ensure that any negative spillover effects of such development are addressed. Such
ideas were recommended in a report by the housing

campaign PricedOut, with a foreword by Steve Baker MP.64

A Presentation Bill to facilitate such approaches has been
proposed by John Penrose MP and others.

The current system and what an
alternative future might look like
The following pen portraits help illustrate what estate regeneration
and suburban intensification look like under the constraints of

the current system and, by contrast, how the new system we’re

proposing will remove existing barriers, introduce more flexibility

and result in better overall outcomes. The places below are fictional.

Estate regeneration
The current system
The 1950s buildings in the council's Minton Estate in Casterbridge are
facing severe structural and other problems. The council would like

to regenerate the estate with the support of the local community in
partnership with an organisation with more experience of building,
but it has to set up an expensive and unwieldy corporate structure
to be allowed to profit from the renewal. There are also limited
mechanisms to poll existing tenants on their views.

The new system
After our reforms, the council sets up an LLP with a partner. It takes
advantage of the new ‘street plans’ framework to put a proposal

64 Myers, J. Unlocking the gridlock: How a more democratic planning system can help fix the
housing crisis. Available here: https://www.smf.co.uk/publications/unlocking-the-gridlock/
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to residents on each street of the estate, offering a generous
package of rehousing. Using deliberative and participatory

techniques, planners and elected members work closely with

residents to discuss the future financial and other benefits of the
estate regeneration scheme, and to consider any risks and their

mitigation, allowing them to make an informed decision to support
the regeneration plan.

Suburban intensification
The current system
The town of Farrowham in Northern England has a solid

employment base, but employers complain about a shortage of
offices and housing. The town is ringed with twentieth-century
suburbs in private ownership and it would be economic to

redevelop many of them but the residents are strongly opposed.

Farrowham faces increasing budget difficulties for social care and
other expenses. The council has been unable to find good policy
options to address these problems.

The new system
Farrowham uses the new street plans framework to designate
areas near to bus routes and to the urban centre where

intensification would be appropriate in planning terms. The

residents of three stretches of 1980s semi-detached housing
take the initiative to create street plans in conjunction with a

local architect, featuring terraced houses and four storey blocks
of flats. Most of those residents then sell their 1980s houses to

small builders for redevelopment. That generates a substantial

developer contribution for the council to build new infrastructure

and additional housing, together with large benefits for the original
homeowners involved, who move to another part of Farrowham.
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CONCLUSION

Multiple planning reforms by central government have failed
to tackle the housing crisis facing this country. Instead of
producing enough homes in the right places, some of these
reforms have exacerbated the crisis of affordability which
harms people and undermines economic performance. Moving
away from the current adversarial system, a new approach that
is genuinely community-powered could unleash the potential
of places and communities to meet local housing needs by
enabling communities to support more housing in their area.
This report has offered a new vision of a community-powered reform

to housing and planning which will not only support the government’s
ambition to tackle the housing crisis but also its desire to hand over

more control to the community through local decision making. Learning

from the inspirational work of Elinor Ostrom and New Local’s Community

Paradigm, this report has distilled a set of key principles to help illustrate
what this approach might mean in practice and how it might address

some of the long-standing barriers to genuine participation. While some
of the examples highlighted alongside these principles are small scale,

they offer a glimpse of the potential contributions that communities can
make if given the tools and opportunities to do so.

But to truly embed this approach in practice will require both central

and local government to work more closely with the community. This
report has outlined a series of recommendations and tools to help

drive the necessary reform forward. But technical adjustments to the
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planning system are not enough. For too long, communities have seen
decisions made for them about the places in which they live; it is no

surprise, then, that they have either disengaged entirely or sought to

use whatever tools they have to say ‘no’. It is only when communities
feel able to shape the places in which they live that we will finally be
able to break out of the housing crisis.

We do not build enough homes to meet
the housing needs of the country and
have not done so for decades. Despite
successive Governments’ attempts to
set targets, to fund development and,
especially, to overhaul the planning
system, these reforms have yet to
produce enough homes in the right
places. This has created a crisis of
affordability, which harms people and
undermines economic performance.
To solve this crisis, we need to move away

from the current top-down and adversarial
system, towards one that is genuinely
community-powered.
In partnership with:

